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Instead of being yelled at that you're
wanted on the "grand central station"
hallway phone...where everyone
in the dorm knows who is calling
you before you do...Winter Park
Telephone has invented SIS (Student
Individual Service) on campus
at Rollins.

You get your own in-room phone,
24-hour long distance service, and
private number for only $7.55 monthly,
plus tax and any long distance charges.
There's a one time $6.00 installation fee.

For those private, you'd-ratherdiscuss-without-an-audience-around
conversations...get SIS! Act
promptly before October 1. Offer is
limited on a first come, first serve
basis. Contact the Communication
Sales Office, 128 E. New England
ivenue or call 644-7029.

The Winter Park Telephone Company
ODEBN. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS FOR CENTRAL FLORIDA
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Off The
Editor's Desk...
Though most of the changes the "Sandspur" has undergone are
self-evident and, perhaps, self-explanatory, it is still my duty as
editor to clarify for the reader our change in format, If only to buj
the time needed until no further explanations will be necessary.
The most obvious reason for the revision lies in the inclusion of
a literary section which we hope will develop into a well-read and
welcome addition until such a time when the "Flamingo Literary
Magazine" will be gracefully reinstated into the Publications Union
budget. With the lure of frequent publication and illustrations by staff
artists and photographers, we hope the more creative members of
this campus will feel compelled to share their talents with our reade r s . An introduction to this section and a few poetic examples a re
provided this week, but we hope to expand the creative section into
our best justification for existence. All short stories, poems or
essays may be submitted to Lorrie Kyle, Eric Schwoebel or Nelson
Diener.
Another newly instigated section, headed by Mike Del Colliano,
goes hand in hand with our most emphasized editorial policy this
year, that is, that every editorial comment or personal statement
made within one of the editors' columns be tested by any and as
many diverse opinions which we are able to print. Mike's column,
therefore, is in no way an attempt to preach, but rather, a simplified, factual and, we hope, entertaining manner in which to present
events taking place in the various branches of our student government. If our dynamic editor has not already brow-beated yuv for
an article or comment on your opinion of the political situation,
either campus or national, then please contact Mike.
Jeff Brooks and Cindy Grubbs are the editors of all social news
and feature stories. Jeff's introduction should reveal their plans
for the year, and Cindy's compilation of freshmen comments concerning Orientation Week is the type of feature story that we hope
we can perfect and use to emphasize different facets of campus life
at Rollins. Here too is another reason for the magazine format:
no matter how much the staff wills it otherwise, there is a scarcity
of consistently earth-shattering news on a campus of roughly 1,100
students. WE would like to take the space usually allotted to front
page, top news stories such as the laying of telephone cables in
front of Lakeside, devoting the pages rather to promoting those
a r e a s of Rollins in which we can be most proud and uncovering and
analyzing, perhaps remedying, those areas in which Rollins possesses weaknesses. Due to the uniqueness of this year as a valid
turning point in Rollins' future, we will occasionally revert to the
tabloid format when it best serves our purposes.
Concerning this particular issue, we would like to comment that
experiences comparable to "THE EXPERIENCE" of the summer,
Woodstock, as presented in this magazine, are of great interest to
the whole campus. Again, if we haven't reached you yet concerning
your trip to Ankgor Wat or the Berring Straits, please don't be
bashful - let us know. Also, we will admit that we have produced
a rather mild (though, hopefully, interesting) issue. It reflects
a great deal of optimism that is felt by the whole campus, a feel
of starting anew, which we hope will be sustained and augmented
throughout the year. Perhaps there are articles in this issue that
rankle in the hearts of the reader, if only for their lack of severe
criticism or for their avoidance of projecting our predictions on
the future outcome of certain personalities, groups or situations.
However, there will be time enough for criticism and elaborate
delvings into the root causes of many yet unpresented problems.
For our first issue we wanted mostly to present the simple facts
and original intentions and aspirations both of the paper and other
facets of the campus. With your support, chiding and approval we
hope to make this a rewarding year.
Respectfully,
Gwen von Stetten
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EDITORIAL

YESTERDAY'S
by Gil Klein

GONE

Contrary to the popular opinion of last Spring, Rollins College
has been able to open its doors for another year of academic pursuit.
Certainly we must all agree that last year was a difficult one for our
college and many of the injustices and discrepancies still have not
been explained. That year, though, has passed, and we are entering
a new one with a number of important changes. Although we should
all have learned from the past, and though none of us should cease
constructive questioning of policies, there is no reason to harp on
last Spring's events. Instead, we must look forward to the coming
positive challenge that can make our college one of the finest learning and living communities. One professor confided to me during
Orientation Week that for the first time in a number of years, he had
returned to Rollins with an optimistic spirit. We should all share
his enthusiasm and perpetuate it throughout the year as we help to
create the type of institution that we can all be proud of.
Certainly we have our problems. But what organization hasn't?
Many are universal throughout our nation. Those that are unique
to our situation, though, must be met through a greater unified
effort created by a larger reliance that each of us wishes to
achieve the same goal. We have a new leader to help us along.
I've met and talked with him and I know that he's good. Each and
every one of you should meet him so that you can understand my
feeling and share my trust that this coming year can be the most
productive that Rollins has had. All that it takes is a. common
effort and some self-assurance and pride and this college will go
places that it has never seen before.

Qeezy rwe oRie*>r*riofij
Svir\m£&. (Z£#i>ifiJG> oOott is
So M£k/~- x
COU4.ON*T
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ADDRESS TO
STUDENT BODY
by Larry Witzleben
In a matter of weeks we the
student body will elect student
representatives to serve on faculty committees. Responsible students will assist directly with the
formulation of policy concerning
curriculum, admission to the College, financial aid, library expansion: in short, the very life
and growth of a major on-going
institution. This is but one manifestation of the temper of our
time: Students today, both longhaired and short-, have assumed
a far-reaching role in the growth
and direction of colleges and universities across the nation, and
Rollins is no exception. We seek
change where change is needed;
we seek relevance of education to
life in an anxious world; we seek
inner-direction amid spiritual
depravity.
For so long it seemed as though
Rollins were out of touch with
reality. Students by-and-large
appeared oblivious to the events
and conditions of our society.
But the student community is
beginning to grumble and to seethe
with restlessness. It is coming
alive. The wall of isolation between an institution and its times
is crumbling, and Rollins is emerging into a world troubled,
anxious, depraved,
exciting,
teeming with challenge and opportunity.
Rollins is changing, as small,
liberal-arts institutions across
the nation are re-appraising their
role in our complex, sprawling
urban society. As vast, fundamental social changes occur, inevitably they must affect our institutions, one of which is that
of higher education.
The inevitable changes and unrest which have been sweeping
across the campuses of the nation,
are creeping into Rollins. Facing
change, we must ensure a constructive, orderly transition. The
students must have a government
to provide guidelines, motivation,
and direction for their involvement in the College. Students
need an instrument of progress
to channel their cries of "relevance," their constructive dissent
and their search for meaningful
change, into apowerful, constructive expression.
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LARRY WITZLEBEN, ioi
he
PRESIDENT OF

STUDENT ASSOCIATl'ep
-na!
We want to help; and we're gof
to help build a better Rollino
Student Government is apompy
ful instrument of growth, toire
used wisely bythose who since?re
ly believe that any institutier
today can be made better; is i
those who believe strongly tine
the established channels of chatfoi
can and must be used effectived
At Rollins we will add newfymension to these establish
channels; we will use thernihe
not hide behind them. We ifloi
to see change where it is neeiPre
and we want to do it through^
school structure. This isIdr
trial period for Student Govefag
ment, to see if students are1565
talk or really will get involveni
and if the administration £ nt
respond: if we all can worki T1
gether. If not, the militants^
be able to do it their way. >tU(
A great deal of thought ior
cooperation will be necessarjj as
harness these forces of chat•etl
and unrest, to get at their irhi
causes, to incorporate intoB?ol
lins what good there may be '
them, to curb what may be ff ,
dered good, and to reject vr
will be harmful to the balanr
growth of the College. Studen*
faculty, and ad ministration wot C
ing together, we must remain*1*
step ahead of those who wo«ro
bring change to Rollins, par1'01
cularly of those who would *na
the College disrupted. It's a ^
order to fill; but because it nu11
be done, it will be done.
We need everyone's help.
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LETTER
EDITOR

It used to be that Student Gov•nment was merely another exTO THE
acurricular activity. We played
it - a token government. But
e days of small-time Student
Dvernment are gone from Rolns. No more nickel-and-dime
imes; we're notplaying with kids Dear Sir:
On a cloudy evening, I, Don
lymore. No more apron strings,
) more spoon-feeding, no more Quixote de La Rollins, dreamt
ikenism; this is the big time. the impossible dream of entering
^ ntold, untapped opportunities the beanery. I fought the palms
lid talents, big problems, big and the heat dauntlessly and did
ijtemands, big responsibilities, big manage to acquire passage into
the holy sanctuary. There, I
Preams and big plans.
| Whatever happens at Rollins battled against the unbeatable foe
Up the years ahead - good or as he sought to extricate my red
But I was steadfast.
therwise, whether because of button.
After all of this, I found myself
lis or in spite of u s - will affect
s all. We may as well put our deeply saddened for I must now
eads together, define some of grieve the untimely death of my
he problems, and try to come loyal partner Sancho Panza, who
.'•. p with some of the answers. had the misfortune of eating a
I.'his philosophy underlies our crumb of one of the rolls. Right
gjhtructure of government in the now the heavens are thundering
Collins Student Association. In .and crying for revenge for poor
he House, twenty-five students dear Sancho - Woe to the wicked!
Representing the total social
However, sir, I am a man of
—nakeup and political personality honor and of peace. Therefore,
igof the campus, meet and set into I offer these suggestions to keep
jllnotion every week the process the line moving and those red
wpy which our governing rules buttons flying.
toire made. Reason and candor
I. Stamp 'BOARDING' on the
ce) re vail in the House, and it is
hide re that the mood of the campus I.D.'s for boarders-leave meal
•; [s reflected and acted upon. Bills tickets for the day students as is.
yfcnd resolutions passed in the
II.
Change the color of the
hirlouse are then taken up for con- boarders' I.D.'s.
sideration by the Student-Faculin. Issue a special card or some
wfy-Administration Council, the other type of boarder identifica[isljltimate legislative body where tion to the boarders.
nihe process which began in the
IV. Issue everyone a meal ticket
nflouse is completed. Nine reed? re sentatives of the students, four or tickets for the entire term or
_hPf the faculty, and two of the year - each DATED ticket would
s administration, put their heads have three perforated sections
ve^ogether to determine what is (B for Breakfast; L for Lunch;
D for Dinner) to be torn off upon
:ebest for the students in light of
_l#hat is best for the growth of the entering the beanery, please note
! #ntire College community.
that this seems to prevent reentry into the beanery.
:l\ This is what students across the
s,:ountry have been hollering about:
students, faculty, and administration interacting, exchanging idirjtas, reasoning and working together to build a better College.
. rfhis is relevant, and this is
} Rollins.
be Relevance is the cry; impatience
ffs the mood; perspective, balance
/nd growth are our task, our
challenge, our urgent respon|enpibility.
iroi Can we - will we - carry our
aiihare of the responsibility for the
yoirowth and welfare of Rollins
College?
This is the prime
j shallenge which, together, we will
a undertake. We will succeed. We
mill will grow, and Rollins will
row.

mi.

V. If possible, put more taoies
back into the beanery.
VI. If these remarkable and
logical suggestions cannot be met,
perhaps we should bring back
Morrison's. Change causing more
inconveniences and upsetting situations is not good.
The frustration and tension to
which I was subjected left me
with a heavy heart and a nauseated
stomach. Perhaps this is the idea
to conserve food???!!!###*** At
any rate, sir, I rest my case.
The Most Honorable,
Don Quixote de La Rollins
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and Reardon

John Reardon, '52, baritone of
the Metropolitan Opera, who
gave a benefit recital for the
Scholarship Fund of Pi Kappa
Lambda at Rollins March 25,
1969, contributed the entire patronage to the fund, accepting
no remuneration for his services and expenses, and as well
contributing the entire fee and
expenses of his accompanist,
Bliss Hebert.
Reardon was the subject of a
feature article in Time Magazine of Aug. 22, 1969 for his
splendid performances in conDavid Fittante of Medford,
temporary opera particularly.
Mass., a sociology major at
The article dealt with his perRollins, has been admitted to
formance in the American prethe World Campus Afloat for the
miere of Penderecki's "The Defall 1969 semester at sea.
vils of Loudun at the Santa Fe
Fittante will join 500 other
Opera." The article was headed
college students representing
THE DEVILS AND REARDON.
200 colleges and universities
The reviewer said, in part,
in nearly all the 50 states on
"Reardon typifies the new qualOct. 9 to board the s.s. RYNities necessary to survive in
DAM in New York harbor for
ope ra today. He is good looking.
the study-voyage to ports in
He acts superbly. He will sing
western Europe, the Mediternearly anything that lies within
ranean and South America.
his vocal range. He is willing
to learn the most complicated
Now in its fifth year, World
role in...nothing flat. ComposCampus Afloat is administered
by Chapman College, one of ers, directors and conductors
from Santa Fe to New York are
California's oldest liberal arts
consistent Reardon admirers."
institutions, located in Orange,
California, near Los Angeles.

The

Floating
Campus

LUGGAGE CENTER
304 Park Avenue, N
Winter Park

fl Hihi & Sons, hit.

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry and Watch Repair

WNTER

The Devils

FINE

JEWELERS

SINCE

188'
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ROLLINS' NEW PRESIDENT
-—

... _

JACK CRITCHFIELD
Realizing that the successful
future of Rollins would demand
a tremendous increase in donated
capital, President Hugh McKean
decided to relinquish his administrative role to concentrate on
fund raising activities as chairman of the Board of Trustees.
To find a successor to his position, McKean organized a committee composed of faculty, administrators and two students.
Chosen to chair the committee
was Dr. Peter Bonnell and the
two student members were Gwen
von Stetten, editor of the SANDSPUR, and Randy Lion, VicePresident of the Student Association. Carefully examining each
of the applications that we re made
for the position over the summer,
the committee was proud to an
nounce in the middle of July that
they had chosen Dr. Jack B.
Critchfield.
Dr. Critchfield, who is thirtysix years old, had held the position of Assistant Chancellor for
Student Affairs at the University
of Pittsburgh. During his nineyear tenure at the University,
he had held a number of administrative positions that had concerned him with admissions,
scholarships and student affairs.
Previous to his Pittsburgh position, Dr. Critchfield was Director
of Admissions and Placement at
Westminister College, New Wilmington, Pennsylvania, and had
established and served as Executive Director of the Pennsylvania
Higher Education Assistance Agency.
Judging from these qualifications, the committee seemed to
have chosen a highly knowledgeable and dynamic man to fill
President McKean's post. His
test, though, was still to come
in his confrontation with faculty,
staff and students and his outline
of his goals for his administration.
The SANDSPUR met with him
during orientation week and was
immediately impressed by his
friendly, open manner and his

real concern for student problems and opinions. The conversation ranged over many subjects. One of the main points
that we were interested in was
his idea of the "RollinsCommunity." He seemed to favor the
reduction of the barriers between
the four groups concerned with
college management: students,
faculty, administration and trustees. He believes that only by a
joint effort can this college manage to overcome the basic problems that face it. The students
he admitted would have to prove
their sense of responsibility to
the more staid factions. He was
convinced, though, that this could

easily be done, and he has pointed
to the student representation on
the committee that picked him
as a good example. His statement to the Orlando Sentinel after
his appointment seemed to explain
his philosophy on higher education: "I think colleges must create
exciting teaching-learning situations. A campus should be one of
our most democratic institutions,
a place where the right to criticize and dissent responsibly is
protected."
The second major topic of conversation centered around Black
education. The problem, he pointed out, lay in the foundation of the
Black man's education. He suf-

fers from a grossly inferi D'
school system which educatedli H
only to an elementary school le? OJ
even though he has gradual ej
from high school. Therefot cc
a truely qualified Black stud P
is "far more valuable than a fit m
rate football player." He is hai se
to get and the top colleges ge: d(
e rally try to induce those superi ul
few to attend their own instil m
tions. What he would like tos e)
this college do would be to { H
out into the community i gi
through teaching programs h
the Black student effectively coi
pete with the White starting 01 r
very elementary basis and co 1
tinuing through the college d —
cation. He has worked on si
projects in Pittsburgh, and
knows that there are many cci
plications still to be worked d
Such a program is even ml
difficult he realizes for suc|
small college as Rollins,
is fully aware of the necess
of some form of its applicatt
Dr. Critchfield then askedL.
staff what the major probtf^
was among the students. I
general reaction was that l_] '
problem lay in the lack oiiL*
thusiasm among the students. |
then expressed a sincere intert D r
in being invited to the varii i m
student activities and to gel ^
know as many students as pos a b ,
ble.
In working together, eS]
stated, we can build the rep* fac
tion of the school and instil ^ 0
greater pride in the stude: a p ]
and faculty of their instituf- i
and their education.
R0I
The SANDSPUR, on the win bet
was very impressed with 1 ^
Critchfield and are quite optibe
istic for the future. This n.we
deserves all the respect andbtor
that we can give him for he I the
proven that he is working fori the
Give him a chance to survey'faci
situation that he has been <%itj
fronted with and to formtfgre
his ideas into a basic planRol
action. Rollins is going toadn
taking a great step forward i
none of us want to be left bebi

[
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to an overall faculty vote.
In some areas, Dr. Roth will
assist the College Dean rather
than replace him. He will help
to develop in greater detail the
criteria for evaluation of faculty in consultations with the
Faculty, President, and the Dean
of the College including hiring,
promotion, reappointment, tenure and salary consideration.
He will also chair the Honors
Committee, Faculty Court, Faculty Advisors Committee and
Curriculum Committee, and
prepare faculty records and statistics.
All in all, the new Dean of the
Faculty will have many responsibilities and many people expecting many things. However,
such expectations are nothing
new for Dr. Roth. Having received his B.S. and M.S. degrees from St. Bonaventure College and his Ph.D. from the University of Rochester, he has
been afforded many opportunities to display his abilities.
He has done research for an

SANDSPUR

Dr. Raymond Roth, now in his
second year as a professor of
mathematics at Rollins, has recently accepted an offer for a
position as Dean of the Faculty.
Such a position is fairly common on other college campuses
around the country, but its creation at Rollins took place only a
few weeks ago. Reasons for this
particular change in the organization of the administration
are several.
In the past, the duties of the
Dean of the College, Dr. Donald
Hill, have included curriculum
organization, heading of numerous faculty - administration
committees, supervision of the
Patrick, Winter Park and Crummer branches of Rollins, overseeing the activities of the Student Deans, and handling of faculty problems involving the administration. With the college
expanding, the number of Dr.
Hill's responsibilities are
growing to such a great extent
Dr. Koth

Dr. Roth Accepts Position As
id

Dean
' I that there has arisen a need
, for the creation of an assisting
The search for this
t j position.
. .1 aide ^ began and ended with
• Dr. Roth's appointment. Hower| ever, as Dean of the Faculty,
,(Dr. Roth will not be so much
• involved with assisting the Col» lege Dean as with completely
' absorbing some of his duties,
r
'especially those pertaining to
Hi f a c u l t y " administration rela' tions and screening of teacher
"applications.
As Dean of the Faculty, Dr.
Roth will be the official liason
'between the faculty and administration. His biggest job will
^oe to open communication between teachers and administrat o r s . He wiU attempt to make
,r ™e masoning and decisions of
" h e administrators clear to the
c(„u y; a n d h°Pefully, the faculty will now be able to take a
greater part in the shaping of
JRoUins College along with the
administration and the trustees.

of the Faculty
Along with absorbing these
already - existing duties, Dr.
Roth will attempt to expand the
position and induce some changes. He will work on the development of regulations which
the faculty will follow pertaining
to such things as meetings,
committee numbers, committee
sizes and committee operations.
Apparently much faculty time is
wasted in disorganized committee arrangements. Another of
the changes he will attempt to
bring about will pertain to the
"hold" which the faculty committees can now put on a bill
presented to them by the student government for approval.
In the past a bill could be held
indefinitely if the faculty members were not sure of the overall intention of an entire bill
or even one paragraph. Such
was the case last year with
the bill on visitation. Hopefully

however, a bill of the future
will instantly be sent back to
the students for clarification
or revision.
Dr. Roth also hopes to set up
an Ethics Committee for the
purpose of drafting a Code of
Ethics by which the faculty
members of Rollins would abide.
He suggests that such a committee might be composed of
one appointed member of each
curriculum department and a
representative from the administration. A t any rate, such
appointments would remain up

Atomic Energy Project, served
as an advisor to Eastman Kodak
and G. E. research units, published articles on Chemistry,
Physics and Mathematics, and
has held many administrative
positions in other colleges and
universities.
It would appear that another
capable man is in another important position; and even though
it wiU require much time and
work, Dr. Roth still plans on
teaching Elementary Probability and Statistics this Fall.

The casting for the musical "Camelot" has been selected
I with some delightful and surprising results. The actors are
as follows:
King Arthur
Guinevere
—
Lancelot
—
Mordred
—
Morgan Le Fay Nimue
Merlin
-

Warner Shook
Amy Inge rsoll
Jay Dobbs
Carl Johnson
Mirna Lipsner
Casey Law
Fred Crean

I

Jf
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Rollins' First Lady—

Mrs.

How would you react if one day
you were wife of the Assistant
Chancellor for Student Affairs
at a large university and the next
the First Lady of a small liberal
arts college? Mrs. Jack Critchfield has reacted with sincere
interest and quite a lot of resiliency to a situation which has
required her to adapt her household to a new climate and to
accept the whirlwind activities
and varied responsibilities of a
college president's wife. That's

(C<

Jack Critchfield
quite a big order, but with her
great warmth and enthusiasm
Mrs. Critchfield has slipped
gracefully into this demanding
role.
With a personality and exuberance that matches her husband's,
Mrs. Critchfield delighted our
staff interviewers with many amusing anecdotes concerning her
first weeks in Winter Park and
the steps that led to her coming
to Rollins. Having majored in
Education at Grove City College

tfr
Welcome
Class
w
of 73
WELCOME BACK
UPPERCLASSMEN

Colonial
AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES
PRESCRIPTIONS
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES
FINE COSMETICS
HALLMARK CARDS

charge accounts
BtttoMj|gZj29£[j

HMH9H

HK

in Pennsylvania, Mrs. Critchfield then took a position at the
University of Pittsburgh as an
executive secretary. There she
met the future Rollins president.
They had their first date August
15, 1959, were engaged September 24, and married by December
12 of that year. Such a dynamic
couple did not go unnoticed at the
University, and Mrs. Critchfield
proudly noted that, early in his
career, her husband was told by
many Pitt administrators that he
was destined for a college presidentship. (At this point in the
interview Mrs. Critchfield gasped
with mixed pleasure and amazement saying, "I didn't believe
Jack was chosen by Rollins until
we actually arrived on campus!")
Asked about her impressions of
the school, Mrs. Critchfield responded with overwhelming praise
for the physical appearance of
Rollins, though the conversation
soon changed to compliments directed towards all the faculty,
administrators and students that
she had met. Mrs. Critchfield
seemed particularly impressed
with the student body which she
termed "progressive yet responsible." She feels that it is
important that students govern
themselves and are willing to
change rules when change is needed, but that they be knowledgeable
and responsible in the duties surrounding self-government. "The
attitude of college students has
changed since my days as a student. Then we were active in
college affairs but not deeply
involved politically. I think students have changed for the better
today."
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Mrs. Critchfield
Concerning education, especial
when applied to her charm*
and very aware son, 7-year-i
Mark, Mrs. Critchfield seel
to prefer the Montessori Metta
which initiates on the child
part responsibility and motifl
tion while training his sens
through guidance, not overt c»
trol. Mark advanced quickl.i
a non-graded reading progn:
last year, but has adapted 1
to new classroom situations i
Lakemont Elementary. BesiA
his scholastic accomplishments
Mark possesses his father's8
(Continued on page-
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WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS A R E . . .
BARBER SERVICE - MANICURE OR A SHOE SHINE
IN WINTER PARK IT'S THE

VARSITY BARBER SHOP
Appointment
IN THE NEW ENGLAND BUILDING
•

Checks Cashed

dial 647-2311 for our Free Delivery

517 Park Ave., So.

Available

5 BARBERS

Open 8 to 6

The Shop With The Service

Worth

Ph. 647-690
Waiting

For

i
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(Continued from page 8)
treme vitality and bent towards
baseball and water sports. (President Critchfield tried out for
the Pittsburgh Pirates, but deferred this interest to furthering
his college education.) Mark's
sister, Lisa, made a brief but
delightful appearance and mustered a beautiful smile for all her
11 weeks.
Entertaining at the Critchfield's
will be informal, limited to smaller groups and slightly restricted
until little Lisa is somewhat older. Mrs. Critchfield intends to
accompany

Mark Critchfield,
first soccer game, where he will
literally kick-off a new season.
The Rollins plays and concert
series will also provide Mrs.
Critchfield a chance to meet and
inevitably charm even more of
Rollins' students.

Saga
Food
Service
Some of the most oft heard
gripes on college campuses aside
from those concerning library
facilities, student suppression,
and lack of coed housing and visitation privileges are those gripes
directed at the long suffering,
but sometimes well-deserving,
cafeteria corps.
From some
dark and steaming recess labelled
"kitchen" the daily offerings are
served up to sacrificial hordes
who seem never to be satisfied,
satiated or in any way appeased
by the culinary efforts of the
food service crews. However,
the disgruntled masses may have
had their incantations answered
in the form of "Saga," the newest
addition to the Rollins Community.
Saga was originated by three
students in 1948 who emerged
from the ranks of the dissatisfied
in order to combat the growing
ineffectiveness of the companies
supplying what has been unaffectionately labelled "Institution
Food." From an experimental
base at Hobart College the students, who had organized what
they termed "a food service management organization," branched
out to William Smith College and
by 1953 serviced both Alma and
Kalamazoo Colleges. Today, Saga

WELCOME!!
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services approximately 300 in- them eating and conversing with
stitutions including Loyola Uni- other students or directing trafversity, Arizona State, Ithaca, fic in the now immaculate and
Boston City College and the Uni- very well organized kitchen. Anversity of Hawaii. Wherever other person to see with compliSaga is established, the greatest ments or complaints is student
emphasis is placed on "custom- Toby Babb, head of the "Dining
er's preference," and, to De sure Hall Committee."
By now, students are somewhat
that the likes and dislikes, comments and suggestions of stu- acquainted with Saga's service,
dents are well-known and heed- but perhaps you don't know that
ed, Saga has provided Rollins Saga is available for catering to
with two very likeable but very picnics, receptions and buffets
business-minded food directors. with one week's notice provided
District Manager for Saga is Mr. for large groups. Party fare is
Ernest Wood, while the on-cam- n.\so available for dances and
pus food service director and small social gatherings (request
member of the college staff is 72 hours in advance.) Also, poMr. Tom Hearne. Both of these sitions are now open to at least
gentlemen are easily accessible 45 students who are interested in
and anxious to hear students' working at various jobs with the
comments.
Students will find Saga crew in the dining hall or the
(Continued on page 22)

BLOW YOURSELF UP
Send any black & white or color
photo up to 8 " x 10" (no negatives) and the name "Swingline"
cut from any Swingline stapler or
staple refill package to: PosterMart, P. O. Box 165, Woodside,
N.Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
check or money order (no
C.O.D.'s) in the amount of $2.00
for each blow-up; $4.00 for
blow-up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable.
Original material returned
undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
for delivery.
Black and White

SitLSaVL, "Mr. Color T V " cordially in
vites all Rollins Students to visit his beautiful store in the WINTER PARK MALL.
LARGEST STOCK of RECORDS & TAPES
ALL AT DISCOUNT!

2ft. x3ft. . 0
Poster only *£
($4.95 value)

with plastic frame $4
($7.95 value)

THE
GREAT
SWINGLI

TOT STAPLER

^j^lJf)

The world's largest selling ^ ^ i r J ; > " '
stapler yet no larger than a
pack of gum. Q ^ j | _ y g g ^
with 1000 FREE staples!

COMPLETE LINE of RCA & SYLVANIA
TV, STEREOS, RADIOS, TAPE RECORDERS

BdULBae*
w

MR. C O L O R TV'

i i

THE GREAT NEW SWINGLINE
HAND STAPLER Designed to fit
the palm. Portable. ONLY $1.69.
With 1000 staples, $1.98.

THE GREAT SWINGLINE L I ) ! )
DESK STAPLER A real heavy-weight with
a compact build. ONLY $1.69.
With 1000 staples, $1.98.

647-3938

• 1033 N. MILLS e WINTER PARK MALL
COME IN AND MEET 'BAERTHOVEN,'
OUR 10' POLAR BEAR!

INC.
32-00 SKILLMAN AVENUE,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101
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NEW DEAN -

Richard Stabe
^V Jf /*•

< 4 , &<

\

• • • :• •

i

•••

Past Perfect
But incredibly new. (Your grandmother, in
her gay, unmentionable youth, inspired our
designer.) It's Shapely's slightly see-thru
dotted Swiss, extravagantly complemented
with lots of lace and tucks. Fashionably colored
in many shades and combinations. Sizes 8-16
About $11.00.

fLEEDY'S
*)

OF WINTER PARK, INC.
311 Park Avenue, South

50 years on Park Avenue

One of the first persons that
Rollins students met when deciding their future college was the
former Dean of Admissions, Mr.
Richard N. Stabell. Due to his
most recent appointment as Dear
of Student Affairs, he may be the
last person a few recalcitrant
students may see from this campus, but, more hopefully, he's
the man to go to for advice, information, or any comment concerning the student body of this
campus.
Dean Stabell was appointed to
his job in July, following Dr.
Fred Hicks' decision to branch
out into the field of college development and fund raising. It
was a natural though quite weighty
step to take on Dean Stabell's
part, yet he views this as a necessary professional advancement in any college administrator's career. Stabell also feels
that his position provides a wider
scope of the activities taking
place on campus and in the Winter
Park community and their interrelated workings.
Stabell will be working most
immediately with his student dean
staff which includes two full time
members. Miss Connie Hirschman will oversee Women's Hous-

ing and serve in an advisory a
acity to Pan Hellenic. Gail Whit
hurst will be occupied witM
men's off-campus housing i
advising the student governn
Men's housing and the Inter Ft
ternity Council is the re span
bility of Rick Loghry, while 0
nie Griffin is a resident head
Elizabeth Hall and Director
the Student Center.
Dean Howden will continue ial
position and her help is welli
predated by Dean Stabell. He
ever, the Financial Aid and Plat
ment Office also under Stat
has gained a new director ft
Eau Gallie, Mr. Collinswor
This gentleman, whom f re still
will remember for his Oriea
tion Week speech, served ash
guidance counselor and coacl
Eau Gallie High School, i
Health Center is another arei
Stabell's realm, and is staffed
Mrs. Taylor, nurse, and K
Brian Kay, psychologist and c«
sellor.
With all this delegation of rs
ponsibility, Dean Stabell's j*
still a hectic and diverse«
Yet, his door remains open
students with or without pit
lems, and he hopes studentsi
feel free to stop by his offi

MAKE YOUR
THANKSGIVING &
CHRISTMAS PLANS NO
TRAVEL RITE
TOURS
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

17? WEST FAIRBANKS
Phone 647-4034
W.P. Medcalf

June Kremenak
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ITALIO
POLITICO
Michael
Del

Colliano

Michael Del Colliano
In the past years there has been
a serious lack of communication
between the college newspaper
and the student government. In
this column it will be my goal to
examine the issues and legislation
that surrounds our government.
This may prove to be more difficult than it sounds at first. I am
a member of the House of the
Student Association. This means
that sometime in the future I may
be evaluating some of my own
bills. However, I will strive to
make this column as objective
and as informative as possible.
And by informative I mean giving
both sides of the issue exposure
to the students.
.

Oh yeah, don't be
misled by the title of the column,
* m quite harmless.

You know, up until last year
Koilms students thought of the
student government as kind of a
l
°Ken thing that the people who
run the college had given the
I stuaents to keep them busy. Well,
rankly speaking, I don't think this
iltrue anymore. Important things
ldv
e been happening at Rollins
^regards to our student government regardless of what some
People say. If I didn't think that
d
significant change was evident

SANDSPUR
[ wouldn't dre^amofwritingforthe tees, by the way, will hold monthpaper in this capacity. What we ly, open hearings for any suggesall must do is to become aware tions or complaints from the stuof the power we have as students, dent body. Also, the government
is presently busying itself with
through the existing system.
a visitation bill that would proOne way to become more aware vide for inter-dorm visitation.
of the issues and conditions is to I personally feel that the installation of this bill would help make
attend meetings of the House and
Rollins more like a microcosm
Council as regularly as possible.
of
life, as a college should be.
As you probably know, it is posThirdly, women's hourswere finsible for you to speak in these
ally lengthened to a satisfactory
and to express yourselves as you
level for almost everyone. This
see fit. Also, get to know your
representative and what he is issue seems to crop up every
year. Nonetheless, it is still a
doing. Question him, make sure
he is truly working on your behalf significant part of the function of
the college.
and for your benefit!
Unfortunately, when these subIn the last year, your student jects are brought up some people
government has passed signifi- always groan for lack of anything
cant legislation for you in order better to say. They are the peoto make Rollins a better college. ple who hinder progress or imFor instance, the governmenthas provement more than they realestablished a means whereby stu- ize. Improvement and progress
dents will sit on all important demand action with constructive
faculty committees as voting criticism, with these items we
members. This will be estab- can work and accomplish many
lished this Fall. These commit- things. IT'S OUR GOVERNMENT,
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let that sink in!
This year at Rollins, I believe,
will be the year that student government has more direction than
in previous years and realizes
its responsibilities to those people which it serves. At this point
I would like to say to the Freshmen that they have a great responsibility to Rollins. You, as
Freshmen, have entered Rollins
at a time of change, administratively speaking and in many other
ways. You are part of that change,
which seems, presently, to be a
constructive one. So, I as an
upperclassman and nothing more,
would say to you, study much,
but think more. You know, all of
what I'm writing about boils down
to human relationships. Me next
to you, you next to me. Therefore, if we truly want to make this
government work, we will make it
work for the benefit of each other. Trite perhaps, but undeniably
true. THINK HARD AND LONG!
THORN!?

'Doc' O'Brien's
Prescriptions, Drugs, And Fountain
Luncheonette
This is our 29 th year to Welcome
Rollins's

Family

and new

the

students

Each year we have a drawing for all
freshmen. $25.00 will be awarded

to

the winner. All you have to do is come
in, sign your name and drop in drawing
We cash Checks,

box.

have charge accounts

May you all have a good year
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FRESHMAN
Two Sides Of
"The orientation committee has
accidentally put more strain on
the students the first weeks of
actual school by not preparing
him for the work he must do."
Garth James

ON YOUR MARKS!

We were born and we will die; and the world leaves it up to us how
we will fill the gap. We make decisions, we trust in people, in things,
in ideas. We touch and awaken sleeping eyes to dreams of tomorrow.
We destroy the old but only to make way for the new, to build, to
climb, to soar. We experience. We have been given this "gap" to do
with as we please. We have exchanged the days of our lives for it.
We can watch it fade into blues and greys of nothingness or see it
burst into bloom. We can make it a concentration camp or an adventure into far reaching realms. We experience all we can in this
short span of time so that we may not regret the price we paid for it.
College is an experience. And even more specifically Rollins College
is an experience. The committee preparing the Orientation week,
consisting of Lucia Turnbull, Bill Bieberbach, Mary Fuller, Larry
Martinez, Joan Wohlgemuth, and Stobie Whitmore headed by Dean
Stabell and Dr. Cohen worked diligently for months planning a feasible
program for the incoming class of '73 to orient them with the trials
and tribulations as well as the fun and frolic of this relatively new
college experience. The orientation experience vacillated from the
horrendous to the sublime — from those hysterical ID pictures to a
concert by the Rollins Singers. Crammed into the midst of all this
were some equally priceless moments such as those themes on
"Lucky Jim" (some I'm sure deserving the Nobel Prize), the swimming tests, the mixers (where boy-meet-girl turned into run for your
life), the Panhel and IFC presentations, not to mention those soulstirring discussion groups and the ever-increasing body of scientific
knowledge which expanded and unfolded before the eyes of freshmen
at Cape Kennedy. The reality of moon-walks and space craft held
the audience fast in the clutches of another media: via Annie Russell
Theatre. "Hair "was hot he re. Speakingof drugs, the panel discussion
saluted the quality of mercy- strained and all!

Orientation week was designed
to ease the students into the
college experience byintroducing
them to the three aspects of
Rollins life: academic, extracurricular and social.
It seemed to be running smoothly with no problems.
Stabell

The Fence
OR
Impressions

"Giving credit where credl
is due - it is well-organized
Its basis is very solid and w
erall extremely necessary ant
well-meaning."
Carol Lightboun

ANYBODY LOST ?

96iFriday, September 26, 1969
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EN TATION WEEK
Despite or perhaps in spite of those who found Rollins below their
expectations, many felt that the orientation week was an honest attempt
to hell) them. However, all things hail two sides. Injustice was a
common cry as many freshmen protested the effectiveness of the
essay on "Lucky Jim":

"You couldn't have read MY
paper if I failed!"
OR
"Did you look at my scores?"
OR
"It seems unfortunate that after
close scrutiny of the freshman's
work in his senior year of high
school, that one essay during
orientation week should be the
last word concerning the status
of his writing ability."
Andy Larson

DRUG
Drug Debate...
"The debate on drugs was poorly
organized showing little or no
thought and displayed no facts
or data to support the biased
opinions of the panel. It was an
insult to our intelligence."

Dr. Cohen and his associates
spent a tremendous amount of
time and effort grading the themes
on "Lucky Jim." All papers
were graded by not one, but a
series of highly competent professors, who strived for fairness
and objectivity.

ABUSE

Although the alternatives were staggered and few, the criticisms
echoed their protest and disillusionment of the system. Admittedly
systems ARE fallible, but so are attacks. Concerning the Cape Tour:
The tour to Cape Kennedy
"Too fast, too rushed!"
was designed to help unify the
"Would have been much more
freshman class while, if effectively handled, offering the op- effective at another time on a
portunity of an enjoyable ex- volunteer basis."
Andy Larson
perience.
"Hair" needs no comment, It in itself was an experience, not just
a play. Congrats!

"The debate on drugs was well
planned as far as it tried to
make the incoming freshmen
AWARE of the problem, and employed facts from personal experience to support the ideas
of the panel."
"The attacks were an insult to
our integrity."

Perhaps the freshmen received an impression from Orientation week
that was not far from WRONG. The horrible awakening came when
the Monday of classes began (without banjo and cymbals) and void of
tours to Cape Kennedy, swimming, sunbathing, choral arrangements,
and generally living it up. Perhaps not. Hopefully the class of '73
will not lose perspective or be caught up in the stale dogmatism of
"we-have-always-done-it-this-way". Hopefully that class will not
stagnate, but do, and be.
Then perhaps this strange 'foreign abode' called Rollins will be
"a small step for the freshmen; a giant leap towards their future."
Cindy Grubbs
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A special hello to you, Rollins

Applications

For Center CommitU

The Student Center Committee heads are now accepting
written applications from interested students. This is an
excellent opportunity for students to participate in all facets
of campus life. Applications
should include the student's experience, qualifications and,
most important, new ideas!
Committee heads are:

For all your Floral Needs

FLOWER SHOP
331 Park Ave., N. Proctor Centre

Sue Shipley, Calendar Q
mittee; Charles Bueker, _
cational Entertainment; I
Gerstein, Fine Arts; Peter
Carthy, Films; Nelson Die
Coffee House; Mimi Jenks,E
and Hostesses; Janet Mann,!
ly; Clyde Fritz, Social En!
tainment; Gil Klein, Spe:
Projects.

Space age wrench.
Suppose you're up in space and you need to tighten
a nut on the outside of your space vehicle.
• Well . . . if you use an ordinary power wrench, you
know what happens! You spin around. Not the nut.
But with this new space wrench, the nut turns—not
you!
Neat?
You bet. And we've got all kinds of fascinating equipment designed specially for way out there. And lots for

way down here, too.
If you're a science or engineering graduate and
you're looking for a good place for your talents, be an
officer, a leader, on the Aerospace Team. The U.S. Air
Force is the largest scientific and research organization of the space age.
You'll be right where the breakthroughs are...breakthroughs such as better ways to tighten a nut.
Pretty exciting if you're looking for a new twist.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, Box A, Dept.SCP 99, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
NAME
PLEASE PRINT
COLLEGE

MAJOR SUBJECT

GRADUATE DATE

HOVE ADDRESS

STATE
I UNDERSTAND THERE IS NO OBLIGATION.

CAREER INTERESTS
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By Nelson Diener
The Woodstock Music and Art
Fair has been over for more
than a month now. Most of the
garbage on Max Yasgur's and the
surrounding farms was gone a
week after the festival ended.
The only physical reminders left
are the deep scars in the green
fields in the area. The bowlshaped alfalfa field from which
400,000 people inhaled music and
smoke for three days might not
be back to normal in time for
next year's Woodstock.
The one hope that prevails now
is that, in the minds of all those
who attended Woodstock, the festival is not over. A tremendous
spirit was generated in that alfalfa field. It was a very real
spirit of peace and togetherness
with all people. Such a spirit
was generated at Rollins last May
by a theatrical production, but
that was only for two evenings
and there were only twelve hundred people.
Woodstock was
three days; enough people were
there to create the third largest
city in New York State. The spi-

SANDSPUR
rit began to develop in each in- WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM
dividual as soon as he arrived
MY FRIENDS
because there was always someThe question that has been most
nearby who helped or to be often asked in newspaper editorials and magazine articles is
whether the trouble and hardships everybody went through
were worth the effort. There
were hardships at Woodstock.
Whether they added some sort of
character or flavor to the fair,
or whether they ruined itdepends
ntirely on the individual - I

helped or to share something
with. The mud on the hill where
we sat became a real problem on
Saturday, especially if we had to
move anywhere. I slid down the
hill once with one arm full of
food, and the other hand grabbing
other extended hands that formed
some sort of human ladder. You
didn't have to say thank you because it was understood. An
untold number of cars were pushed and pulled out of the mud by
people the owners of the cars
never knew. Anybody who needed help or food or shelter or
grass or acid just had to ask.
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I spent in the latrines the better
off I was, and the lack of food
and drinks made the trips there
less frequent. I can almost get
away with that! I did mind the
shortages a little, but if a person
really wanted food or drink, there
were plenty of available sources.
The Hog Farm, a commune from
New Mexico, was constantly feeding people: all one had to do was
get in line. They said thatonSaturday they fed 1500 people for
breakfast. The food was all organic and some people may not
have liked it. But there was food,
and it was easy to come by. For
anybody who didn't want to borrow
or buy drink, there was a clear
blue lake visible from the hill.
Going out and looking around
see what was to be found was

didn't like latrines that stank o f
food that was slightly expensive
when they did have it in stock,
or the fact that water was very
hard to come by. „ The less timp

The whole city was happy - not
just willing - to share whatever
it had.
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WELCOME ROLLINS
to
Park Avenue
and

We Are Most Anxious To Serve
You
The Home of that
Extra Cleaning Touch.

^rcwiceA brainier
2 9 0 PARK AVENUE NORTH

and

<U/ke*<> CGcanfag ifj an

Ant'

patio

WINTER PARK, FLA.

CasuaC fiCegance in ^eso/tt ^fashions
teaaggQOQPooooooooooooooooooog

SANtTONE

NE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
ON PARK AVENUE
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a great big

Welcome
Rollins
come in see us
in our new home . . .
more of the wonderful

clothes

you love ! ! plus a complete
new shoe

department.

Your charge account is open
All Rollins Students

automatically

have an account with us.

Proctor Center

Park Ave.

Winter Park

IFriday, September 26, 1969
i a part of Woodstock. It was not
just sitting and listening to mu'sic and having all the conveniences of home right at your fingertips. There were booths where
(clothing and leather goods, drugs
I and posters, and various radical
• periodicals could be bought. The
whole farm was there to explore,
and many people spent some time
visiting with the animals. Some
people set up art exhibits to go
and see, and others were art
exhibits themselves with their
extremely creative clothing.
Some people spent their time
just sitting at the busy intersections out on one main road that
runs through the area and watched
the State police try to direct
traffic. In addition to all this,
| there was music to listen to and
see.
Richie Havens was the first
performer of the week-end. He
| started 400,000 people singing
j "I get by with a little help from
; my friends." There was no time
• while there was music. The concerts started at 2 p.m., and they
ended sometime. Saturday's concert finished at 8:30 Sunday morning. The last song of the weekend, Jimi Hendrix's freaked-out
"Star Spangled Banner," ended
sometime around 10:30 on Monday. In between Havens and
Hendrix thirty to forty groups
and individuals played: anything
from folk to . acid-rock, from
blues to a goof on the music of
the fifties. Ravi Shankar played
beautiful sitar music, The Who
did their rock-opera "Tommy,"
Sly and The Family Stone had
everybody standing shouting
"higher!" for a chorus of a song,
and Jefferson Airplane played
"morning music" because they
didn't arrive on stage until sun-up
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on Sunday morning. In addition
and food much more often than
to the music, the Joshua Light
we asked for it. I think that in
Show worked all night Saturday
most cases the offering came
and Sunday on a huge screen bebefore the asking.
hind the performers. The stars
The second reason offered for
would have made a good show in
the lack of violence is that peothemselves for the night conple on any type of drug seek
certs, but when there weren't
peace. At Woodstock many, marain clouds overhead, there was
ny people were on anything from
a great deal of smoke from fires
grass to acid to even some herand other goodies.
oin.
They didn't want to be
Marijuana was, naturally, one
hassled.
They wanted to relax
of the other goodies. If there
and feel free to enjoy anything.
was a shortage of grass over the
Drinking people, who more often
summer, it seemed as though it
seek violence (Ft. Lauderdale,
was because everybody was savZap, North Dakota) were either
ing their stuff for Woodstock.
absent
from Woodstock, or they
Everybody who chose to indulge
had left their bottles home. Whatin drugs could do so openly and
ever the reason, peace did prevail
freely. 95% of the drug arrests
People seeking reasons iur uw at Woodstock. The hospital, which
were made on the road going to
total lack of violence over the was kept so busy with people who
and away from the Fair. The
three days found two. The first forgot or lost essential mediother 5% were people who were
was that conditions were so bad cines, did not treat one bruised
found to be dealing too openly.
in the area that people needed or broken arm that was a result
The attitude that prevailed coneach other to get along. There of violence.
cerning drugs was "go ahead and
The stories concerning Woodmight have been violence, these
indulge, but be careful." Anpeople contend, if the sun had stock are endless. Most of them
nouncements were made concernbeen shining for three days, and deal with people helping people.
ing bad acid, and people were
if the water and food had been The Army flew in medical teams
told (over the P.A. system) to
plentiful.
The fault with this and supplies; the people of a
try half a tab first to make sure
reasoning is that there were ma- near-by town got together and
that the acid was good.
ny people who could ignore the made sandwiches because they
heard that the kids were hungry;
THE OFFERING need and who didn't get upset people
of the area gave out water
because their throats were sometimes dry. There were actually so that the kids wouldn't be dealCAME BEFORE
very few people who really need- ing with seal DP rs whn doubled
(Continued on page 18)
THE ASKING
ed help. We were offered drinks
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

House of Koscot
n
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WELCOME
ROLLINS
try us whenever
you have an occasion
329 Park A

n

™™

atava Proctor Center

Beautiquejff^ WinterPark
Cosmetics, Wigs,
Fashions
Professional

Beauty

fo think of someone-sweetly
We Can Telegraph
Your Order ANYWHERE!
Ph. 647-5014

Jewelry

WINTER PARK FLORIST

Consoltations

526 Park Ave., S.

Rollins students bring student I.D. card and
at 1 0 % off until October 15.

purchase

your campus florist
USE YOUR BANK AMERICARD • MASTER CHARGE
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and tripled the prices of drinks
and there were the State police
who, after spending a hectic weekend trying to control traffic,
waved hippies down the road with
peace signs instead of fists like

the year before in Chicago.
Woodstock was a rededication
of the spirit of youth, a positive
statement concerning the desire
for peace among the nation's
young people, a religious e x perience, a disgusting exhibition, or just a dynamite weekend. It was a flop for the Movement because they could not politically motivate the crowd, and
a flop for the finance r s of the
event because the crowd was so
huge that they even had to stop
collecting tickets. But it was a
success for the people because
:hey were there and they were
ill together, and because they
showed the world something honest and good, and because they
were digging it!

n<

Social Sectioi

The Social section of this year's to attend. A new social gt
Sandspur encompasses all phases column (less cutting than
of campus activity not included in Grafitti of yesteryear and r.
the Literary, Sports, Editorial or broadening than the Greek-orfic
Student Government sections. The ted column of last year) is fln
activities of the Rollins Players for future publications. AL«ut
and the Rollins Singers will be new column entitled TUnc
standard features along with spe- (hopefully humorous) will bie'
cial coverage of all visiting mus- tempted as soon as someoneet:
ical artists, both educational and unteers to write it. w>
entertaining. Special interviews articles involving alumni, facYP
with visiting speakers and guests administration and recu:nc
will be part of the standing order; Greek activities will be feate*s
and as best as possible, all of In essence, all phases of ca^h
these and other upcoming campus life - past, present and futiiou
activities will be announced far will be presented; and, inadls
enough in advance that all students all specially suggested coif™
will be able to make arrangements additions will be accepted:nc
considered for future put!
ne
tions.

inc

SPECIAL ELECT DO

ha
The Standards Committee i.^
nounces a special election^ (
fill one (1) vacant seat on:s
Student-Faculty- Administratis
Council. Candidates mustiir_
requirements as outlined on[_it>
32-34 of the R BOOK. Petit%a
must be submitted no later t ne
the House meeting of 80ctol%a
1969. For further informal i
contact Randy Lyon, Box L
Campus Mail.
as
Randy Lyon, ChairBzii
Standards Commitif
ins

o

TrrirrtrrsinrsinnrrinrsT^

1
[D(U Czntzi Jbtizzt ^aLUiy
Gather a wardrobe of
Pearls
You'll want the
colletaged, the
28" length for
for the newest,
the 4 5 " length.

marvelous

15" length for your lovliest dc24" for the sweater look, the J
simple understated clothes and
greatest look with pants suits

Open 9 to 5 daily
136 Park Ave., So.
:i i'l P a r k A v e n u e . South

| i^JULSUUUULOJLOJUL2JUL^

Winter Park, Fla.
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A HERITAGE OF VICTORY

By Bob Taylor
»' •':- •
It «V-I-C-T-0-R-Y, Victory,
•oifictory is our cry." At many
Smaller schools this phrase is
Abut a shallow cheer, lightly
ffiind seldomly echoed in their
bfield houses and on their athletic fields. Let us give thanks
Spfhat Rollins is not one of these
•aciypical schools. Instead, the
incoming Rollins student inheri t s a tradition of winning in
•athletics which should be astounding to anyone even if he
ids but slightly interested in the
c0|ithletic accomplishments of his
gjihosen school.
UH Many small colleges across
he nation rely on tradition as
me of their more prominent
r||ssets; and there is no greater,
aore desirable tradition than
hat of being tops in whatever
Challenges the college accepts.
°h tradition of winning in sports
'nls one in which every student
Should feel a deep sense of
%ide. At Rollins, one can exhibit this pride without the least
|Mar of degradation from anyone. The reason is winning
;
*eams.
a
J This reporter dug back as far
8 16 years into the nebulous
ast and discovered some amazing facts about Rollins teams.
™f the six major sports at Rolls, tennis, golf, baseball,

rrt CHECK WITH/geoige stuart j

crew, soccer, and basketball,
only in basketball has Rollins
been consistently unsuccessful.
Possibly the finest overall
record is in the sport of golf.
Since the 1953-54 season, Tar
golf teams have amassed an accumulative record of 172 wins
and 50 losses in dual matches;
nearly an 80 percent victory
total. Not since 53-54 have they
had a losing season. Recent
accomplishments include the
Florida Intercollegiate Conference in 1968 and a second place
finish in the NCAA College Division Championship last year,
missing the National Championship by only one stroke.
Rollins tennis past is equally
as impressive. Only God and
Bob Richardson know when the
tennis team has had a losing
season. Since 53-54 they've
compiled a 225-79 won-lost record, as well as numerous state
titles and the NCAA College
Division National Championship
in the 1965-66 season. In the
last four seasons, the team has
an 82-16 dual match record.
Impressive to say the least.
The Tar crew has also been
an outstanding asset to the athletic program, especially in the
last few years. The varsity
crew since the 1966-67 season
has a 20-2 record in dual mat-

GLAD TO HAVE
YOU BACK

COPYMATE*
THE DRY COPIER

}

29

95

3 Portable HEasytoUse
Q Copies Fast
B Copies Anything
H No Chemicals
Sgeorge stuart
[^
J ^ *

133 E

« T ROBINSON ORLANDO
fhone Orlando CH 1-3431

WELCOME
SALE

20% Off
All Regular
Merchandise
on Cash Sales
TODAY and
SATURDAY

ches, with the J.V.'s close behind with a 17-5 record. Both
have been the Florida State
Champs the last two years, and
last year's team finished first
in the Southern Intercollegiate
Rowing Association Regatta.
Soccer is yet another success
story at Rollins, culminating in
the team's finest season last
year with a 9-1-2 record, the
best in the state. Had Rollins
still been a member of the
F.I.C, it would have won its
second straight championship.
Hard work and dedication have
aided soccer in becoming one
of the most prominent highlights
of the athletic program which by
necessity must forego the pleasure of football.
Baseball is yet another highly
successful Rollins sport. Only
twice since 1954 have the Tar
batsmen had a losing season,
amassing 317 wins against only
186 defeats. Under Coach Joe
Justice, the baseball team has
become known nationwide, playing such well known schools as
Harvard, Yale, Amherst, etc.

The team is also noted for producing several fine All-Americans, the last one being last
year's senior, Gail Coleman.
Last but not least is the Tar
Basketball teams, which until
last year had "not" had a "winning" season since the 1953-54
school year. For years the
players floundered around the
Orlando area searching for places to practice and play their
games; virtually a group of men
without a home. With the addition of the Enyart Alumni Field
House came a completely reformed "team." No longer did
Rollins play 26 away games a
year, and the difference was
outstandingly apparent to everyone. Not only did the Tars
have their first winning season
in 15 years, they had the finest
season (won - lost percentage
wise) in Rollins history. The
field house was undoubtedly the
difference, for the Tar team
won 12 games and lost only 3
last year at home, compared to
(Continued on page 21)

WELCOME ROLLINS
AMBASSADOR GREETING CARDS

Largest Selection In Town
We operate a Complete Drug Store with
prescription Service, Cosmetics, and Soda
Fountain. Full lines of Revlon, Love, Tussy,
Clairol, Old Spice and many others.

The present management has been serving the men and women of Rollins for over 20
years. We hope to continue for many more.
WE WRAP FOR MAILING

Free Gift Wrapping—Free Delivery
Charge Accounts Invited

Hightower's Rexall Store
216 Park Avenue, South
644-8286
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poetry, short stories and special
In essence, we -.are depend.
articles such as this week's fea- on you, our audience, to he. a ^
ture on the Woodstock Music and make our section a creative aim]
Art Fair.
exciting one. Since this Sandspt bir
We are especially interested in is the orientation issue, we wotstr
presenting you with poetry and like to extend a special invitatt ^
short stories that are not only to you freshman students to siDv
FOR you, but BY you-the Rol- mit your writing for publicatiucai
lins students and faculty. And Articles may be sent to usid_n
this is where our solicitation campus mail, addressed toSanhiS
enters: we are eagerly seeking spur, Box 420, or stop bytithe
your writing for publication in 'Spur office in the basement! sm
anc!
our section, as space permits. the student union.
»to
THE TICK OF TIME IS THUNDEIind:

SANDSPUR

Literary Section
bv Eric Schwoebel
What is easy to look at, seeks
to be both useful and pie a suregiving, and solicits openly all
over the Rollins campus? Well
...we're not exactly sure what
YOU had in mind, but we were
thinking more in the terms of

this, the literary section of your
good old Sandspur. Starting with
next week's issue (when we're
fully organized, we hope) we expect to be bringing you previews
of some of the latest releases
on the \ music scene and in the
local cinemas; also, photography,

Tiny liquid worlds hurtling earthward
dizzy wet jumble journey
tumble down trip
It's raining
Came the young girl
lithe
naked
a r m s outstretched to greet the dewy new arrivals
free sweet laughter
a
Oh kiss me please" she said
And they kissed her eyes
and her thigns
and the tips of her breasts
and her honey-golden hair
Her body tingled with simple thanks
and she bounded fawn-like
down the path and over the knoll
smiling
It's raining
-WES

FRUTCHEY AUDIO
LABS, INC.
339 Park Ave.So.

647-4962

A WONDERFUL PLACE
TO BUY YOUR HI-FI EQUIPMENT
or get it repaired
or just come to look

Out from under the all too heavy blankets of now sho
I run,
por
down the stairs to yesterday's dreams. sen
Down;
mei
stumbling at first,
gra
for the stairs are dark and slippery.
go
Down;
one
until, opening the pock-marked door
wini
Roi:
at the foot of the stairs
now
a door through which I've run
mer
maybe too often,
the
I emerge,
seei
unshackled.
tean
I exist here.
that
And in the course of one fleeting moment
ende
I live a complete life,
ticip
one of love,
is 1
disappointment,
arou
joy,
stan
and sadness,
taine
by recalling and living
through one precious moment. Itely
3 res
The moment seemingly all was lost,
3ent
and she touched my a r m .
•The moment I stood with my father on the bridge )ride
)one
contemplating the angry waters,
racing underneath.
And we laughed when he said,
"The world's crazy, all but us.
But I'm not so sure about you."
But the tick of time is thunder,
and the clamor from above calls me back.
Up the stairs I hurry,
remembering to leave the door open,
for I know I'll be visiting again,
soon.
Back now with the world,
I march onto the transport,
my shiny new gun,
catching the glare,
of the sun.

-Jack Nuber

SCOTT

FISHER
KLH
KENWOOD
SONY
JBL
ALTEC
MCINTOSH

148 Park Ave/Phone: 647-0330/Winter Park
. . . joA. people, who a/ie tlKtA o& Ho-Hwn
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a 4-7 away record. Even more
important than records was the
birth of a spirit heretofore a
stranger to Rollins athletics.
It was that spirit, evidenced
by a packed field house, that
carried the Tars to an astounding last minute victory over
highly rated Bethune Cookman,
the apex of the basketball season last year. It is this spirit
and enthusiasm that I would like
to see ingrained within every
individual attending Rollins.
Accompanying this spirit
should be an even more important sense of pride in our
school's athletic accomplishments. Without this one ingrained quality, our teams can
go nowhere, for it is pride in
oneself that makes occasional
winners, consistent winners.
Rollins teams have the pride
now. I have felt this phenomenon grow within myself over
the past few years, and have
seen it grow in our athletic
teams. I cannot help but feel
that it has enriched both my
endeavors and those of the participating players. But pride
is like many material objects.
around us. Unless it is constantly rejuvenated and maintained, it can be lost indefinitely. It is the task of every
present and future Rollins student to maintain this sense of
>ride which I feel is the backbone of one of Rollins finest
raditions, the tradition of vicory.

WOMENS SPORTS
Recaps, Predictions
By Lynn Mercer
Women's Intramurals will soon
be underway for another season
of hiehlvcompetitive action. Per-

Pen Man
of the Year
Hugh McKean, our college's
ex-President, has received an
avalanche of praise for his annual report. Mr. McKean avoided the usual mechanical look of
these reports by having it published in the form of a handwritten letter. This comment
appeared in "The Distributor,"
a publication out of Baltimore:
"McKean's report, though inexpensive, may be one of the
most effective. The managing
editor of one of the nation's
leading business publications
has called it a 'masterpiece and
a lesson to all editors.' Many
have asked to copy its format
and president McKean himself
says, 'Response to the report
has been beyond my expectations and donations have come
along with comments about i t ' "
"Our comment? We nominate
Mr. McKean for 'Pen Man of the
Year.' "

ennial champs, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, will have a tough time
defending the coveted O'Brien
Intramural Trophy this year due
to the loss of such players as
Wendy Overton, Jane Wilson and
Connie Hirschman who strongly
bolstered the Kappa teams.
Chief contenders will include
Kappa Alpha Theta, Alpha Phi
and Pi Beta Phi who will try
their best to wrestle the trophy
away from the Kappas. Returning athletic stars include Theta's

MOTH HOLE
179 WEST FAIRBANKS
ADVENTURES IN LEARNING TO DO THIS LOVELY STITCHERY
AT
MOTH HOLE
BARGELLO
CREWEL
EMBROIDERY
CROCHETING
KNITTING
WE DO BLOCKING AND ASSEMBLING
"WE KNIT ANYTHING YOU WANT"

^

A

' Ar by'sl

WELCOME BACK
ROLLINS
to see
We
lots of you in
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Sally Goith and Jane Butts, Alpha
Phi's Bunny Marcotte, Missy Algood and Meredity Ross, PiPhi's
Cindy Kent, Mimi Jenks and Sue
Dollinger and Kappa's Mona
Schallau and Lynn Mercer, last
year's scoring champ.
Rounding up last year's activities, Kappa enjoyed a successful year with victories in all
sports except archery and tennis
which was captured by the Independents.
The Freshmen could surprise
everyone again this year bycoming up with a strong team characteristic of the undefeated frosh
of the 1967-68 season. All signs
point to a savage women's intramural battle this year, so keep
an eye on women's sports.
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More news from the Pj
Palace.
The ex-presidem'
secretary, Anne K. Rams
was named "Secretary of
Edinburgh Festival, at the NaYear" for 1969 by the Natii
tional Theatre in Prague and on
Secretaries Association.
the BBC. Mr. Anderson has
Mrs. Ramsey is listed
been associated with the University of Glasgow and The "Who's Who in the South;
Southwest," the "Dictionarj
Royal Scottish Academy of MuInternational Biography" and:
sic. He studied at the Conser"National Social Directory.",
vatory of St. Cecelia in Rome
was named a Kentucky Coloi
and at The Academia Chegiana
in 1968.
in Seneca, Italy.
William Ely, a graduate
Rollins, has been elected
ident of the Media Reseai
Directors Association. Mr.El
is the market research mana.
of "Sports Illustrated." HefeIB •
in Riverside, Conn, and In
been with the magazine sis:
1960.
And finally, we have SOE
notes from the Alumni Ass:
ciation. In fiscal year 1968-1
19% of Rollins' 9,000 graduat
contributed $69,000 to the Jl
umni Fund and a total of $15:
390 to school in general. !
is hoped that this enthusias:
which both the student bol
and the Alumni feel for I
new school year will be it
fleeted in a high attend©
at the Alumni weekend Marc tfi
-tqE COUONVTH^TCE.
30 through April 5.
s<

New and Old

Union - wages are paid by the
food service. One final gastronomical tidbit - Saga will periodically poll the students in order
to learn their meal preferences,
quite a change from the days
when meals were served up to
be accepted or rejected but certainly not expected to be commented upon.

Alexander Anderson is the new
organist in Knowles Memorial
Chapel. He is succeeding the
internationally - known Catherine Crozier. Mr. Anderson
brings to Rollins wide experience as a recital organist in
Europe; he was awarded second
prize in the St. Albans International Organ Competition in
1964, and has appeared in the
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TOM'S PIZZA o"" BEEF
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TOM'S PIZZA
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Tom's Pizza- the original Masterpiecethe crust is crispy the sauce is
scrumptious and the blend
of fine cheeses is just
right. Tom's Pizza is
fhe square pizzafhe only thing
square
that's

A bun treat.Jhat's Mostly meat. Select
U.S. Choice Beef...sliced thin to bring out
the robust, he-man flavor.Jean and tender and
served hot from the roasting ovens. It's beef stacked
high on a melt-in-your-mouth butter and egg sesame

M

seed bun!
Descriptiorrri
Subject Topic(s):
Coverage - Spatial:
Coverage - Temporal:
Additional Notes:

After Class or Anytime visit the
'KING' of the Roast Beef Sandwich
an International Incorp.

http://Iibweb.net.ucf.edu/cgi-bin/formprocessor.pl

RIDA'S ORIGINALS
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It's a n e w y e a r and

there's

a new us at 2 7 2 Park A v e . N
Let's get together
Your charges welcome.
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WE WELCOME ROLLINS CHA),'

272 PARK AVENUf
AND AT COLONIAL PLAJj

Second Class Post
Paid At
Winter Park, Flot

